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Abstract

We point out that the quantum digital signature scheme
proposed in ICACT 2005 has three problems. According
to the original description of the scheme, we find: (1) the
quantum one-way function is not specified clearly; (2) the
signer Alice does not use her private key in the signing pro-
cess; (3) both the signing and the verification can not work
well.

1 Introduction

Digital signatures are very important to modern elec-
tronic commerce. Rivest [5] said that “they may prove to be
one of the most fundamental and useful inventions of mod-
ern cryptography.” Digital signatures are equivalent to tra-
ditional handwritten signatures in many respects; properly
implemented digital signatures are more difficult to forge
than the handwritten type. A digital signature scheme typi-
cally consists of three algorithms: (1) A key generation al-
gorithm that selects a private key uniformly at random from
a set of possible private keys. The algorithm outputs the
private key and a corresponding public key. (2) A signing
algorithm which, given a message and a private key, pro-
duces a signature. (3) A verifying algorithm which given
a message, public key and a signature, either accepts or re-
jects.

Two main properties are required for a digital signature
scheme. First, a signature generated from a fixed message
and fixed private key should verify on that message and the
corresponding public key. Secondly, it should be computa-
tionally infeasible to generate a valid signature for a party
who does not possess the private key.

The security of common public key digital signature
schemes depends on the inability of a forger to solve cer-
tain difficult mathematical problems, such as factoring large
numbers [6]. But these common signature are not secure
against a quantum computer attack. In order to resist power-
ful quantum cheating strategies, Gottesman and Chuang [2]

proposed a quantum digital signature in 2001. The scheme
has some drawbacks: (1) the public keys can only be used
once unlike more sophisticated digital signature schemes;
(2) it is not efficient because it signs the message in the
mode of bit by bit. In 2002, Zeng and Keitel [7] proposed
an arbitrated quantum signature scheme. The scheme uses
the correlation of Green-Horne-Zeilinger states [3], vari-
ous qubit operations, and a symmetrical quantum key cryp-
tosystem. Its security depends heavily on the trustworthi-
ness of the arbitrator.

In ICACT 2005, Lü and Feng [4] put forward a quantum
digital signature. The author claim that its security relies on
the existence of quantum one-way functions. In this note,
we point out that the quantum digital signature scheme has
three problems. According to the original description of
the scheme, we find: (1) the quantum one-way function is
not specified clearly; (2) the signer Alice does not use her
private key in the signing process; (3) both the signing and
the verification can not work well.

2 Review of the quantum digital signature
scheme

The proposed scheme is a cryptographic protocol involv-
ing three entities: a signer Alice, a receiver Bob, and an
arbitrator Trent who authenticates and validates the signed
message. The security of the signature scheme depends
much on the trustworthiness of the arbitrator who has ac-
cess to the contents of the messages. The quantum digital
signature should meet the following security conditions:

1. Each user (Alice) can efficiently generate her
own signature on messages of his choice.

2. A receiver Bob can efficiently verify whether
a given string is a signature of another user’s on
specific message with Trent’s help.

3. The signer can’t disavow the message that she
has signed.

4. It is infeasible to produce signatures of other
users’ messages they haven’t signed.
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2.1 Key generation

1. Key distribution. Alice, Bob and Trent agree on some
random bits KAT ,KAB and KTB as their private keys.
KAT is shared between Alice and Trent, KAB is shared
between Alice and Bob and KTB between Trent and Bob.

2. Signature key generation. Alice generates 4n random
secret strings ui,j ∈ F 2n

2 and computes

|yi,j〉 = |f(ui,j)〉, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n, j ∈ {0, 1}

Here f : |x〉 �→ |f(x)〉 is a quantum one-way function,
which is specified as

|f(u)〉 =
1√
m

m∑

l=1

(−1)El(u) · |l〉 (1)

where E : {0, 1}2n → {0, 1}m is a family of error cor-
recting code with fixed c > 1, 0 < δ < 1 and m = 2cn.
El(u) denotes the lth bit of E(u). Alice generates 4n key
pairs of {ui,j, |yi,j〉}1≤i≤2n

j∈{0,1} and then publicly announces

{|yi,j〉}1≤i≤2n
j∈{0,1} as her public key and keeps {ui,j}1≤i≤2n

j∈{0,1} as
her private key.

2.2 Signing

1. Suppose Alice has a quantum state |ψ〉 ∈ H2n and
wants to send it to Bob. Alice randomly selects bits strings
x ∈ F 2n

2 , k for the stabilizer codes {Qk} and s. She q-
encrypts |ψ〉 as ρ using x. Alice encodes ρ according to
{Qk} with syndromes s and obtains π.

2. Alice computes

X = (xpre|s| ⊕ y)||(xsuf2n−|s| ) (2)

where xpre|s| denotes the first |s| bits of x and xsuf2n−|s|
denotes the last 2n − |s| bits of x, a ⊕ b means the bit-
by-bit XOR of the strings a and b, namely a ⊕ b = a1 ⊕
b1, · · · , am ⊕ bm. The symbol “||” means concatenation of
two binary strings.

She then generates four copies of X’s signature
|∑K(X)〉 according to her key K ∈ {ui,j, |yi,j〉|1 ≤ i ≤
2n, j ∈ {0, 1}}

|
∑

K

(X)〉 = |y1,X1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ y2n,X2n〉

= |a1 ⊗ · ⊗ a2n〉 = |a〉 (3)

Alice sends π and two copies of |∑K(X)〉 to Bob. At
the same time, she encrypts {s, k, x} as C1 using KAT and
sends C1 and two copies of |∑K(X)〉 to Trent.

2.3 Verification

1. Trent receives C′
1 and two copies of |∑′

K(X)〉 =
|a′〉. Trent checks whether these two copies of |∑′

K(x)〉
he recieved are equivalent by performing a quantum swap
test circuit. If any one of |a′i〉’s fails the test, Trent aborts
the protocol. Trent decrypts C′

1 using his secure key KAT

and obtains {sT , kT , xT }. He computes |∑K(X)(T )〉 ac-
cording to xT and Alice’s public keys. Trent compares
|∑K(X)(T )〉 = |a〉T to |∑′

K(X)〉. If any one of them
fails the test, Trent aborts the protocol. Trent encrypts
{kT , xT } asC2 usingKTB and sends the ciphertext to Bob.

2. Bob has received Alice’s information
[π′, |∑′′

K(X)〉 = |a′′〉], π′ and Trent’s message C′
2

now. He deciphers C′
2 as {kB, xB} and computes XB

according to Eq.(2). He measures the syndrome sB of the
stabilizer code Qk on π′ and decodes the qubits as ρ′. He
encrypts sB as C3 using parts ofKTB and sends it to Trent.

3. Trent encrypts sT asC4 using parts ofKTB and sends
it to Bob.

4. Bob deciphersC′
4 and obtains sT . He compares sB to

sT and aborts if any error is detected. Bob checks whether
these two copies of |∑′′

K(X)〉 are equivalent by performing
the QSTC. He computes quantum states |∑(X)〉B = |a〉B
using XB and Alice’s public keys {|yi,j〉}1≤i≤2n

j∈{0,1} . He veri-
fies Alice’s signature according to

VK(XB, |
′∑

K

(X)〉) = True

⇔ {|a′i〉 = |yi,Xi〉 = |a′′i 〉B}1≤i≤2n

Bob q-decrypts ρ′ as |ρ〉 according to xB .

3 Analysis

Like the Zeng-Keitle quantum signature, the scheme in-
troduces an entity Arbitrator. But it removes the require-
ment for the correlation of Green-Horne-Zeilinger states.
Whereas, it introduces a quantum one-way function f . Re-
gretfully, we find it has three problems according to its orig-
inal description.

3.1 The quantum one-way function is not
specified clearly

By the representation of Eq.(1) and its context, we find
that the authors do not specify the quantum states

|1〉, · · · , |m〉

Thus, one can not complete the calculation of the function
|f(u)〉. To fix it, we can take a base of H2m as the states.
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3.2 The signer Alice does not use her pri-
vate key in the signing process

By the key generation process, we know that the signer’s
public key is

{|yi,j〉}1≤i≤2n
j∈{0,1}

and its corresponding private key is

{ui,j}1≤i≤2n
j∈{0,1}

Combining the signing process, we find that the signer Alice
does not use her private key {ui,j}1≤i≤2n

j∈{0,1} . It’s an apparent
error.

One can argue that the y in the equation

X = (xpre|s| ⊕ y)||(xsuf2n−|s| )

should be replaced by the private key. But it is impossible
because Bob has to recover X in the verification process
(see the boldface sentence in step 2 of the verification).

3.3 Both the signing and the verification
can not work well

In the step 2 of the signing process, Alice has to compute

X = (xpre|s| ⊕ y)||(xsuf2n−|s| )

But the authors do not specify the string y through out
the paper. By its context, one can argue that the string y
should be the string s. Regretfully, if that, the private key
{ui,j}1≤i≤2n

j∈{0,1} remains unused. Moreover, the authors have
specified that the s is the syndrome of the the stabilizer code
Qk.

Likewise, in the step 2 of the verification process, Bob
cannot complete the calculation of XB though he has
kB, xB, π and two copies of |∑K(X)〉 obtained from Trent
and Alive, respectively.

Incidentally, the data C3 sent by Bob is not used in the
later steps. The purpose of calculation of C3 is obscure.

4 Conclusion

In this note, we analyze the quantum digital signature
scheme put forward in ICACT 2005. To the best of our
knowledge, it seems difficult to fix and improve the scheme
in the original model. By the way, in 2002, Barnum et al [1]
pointed out that quantum cryptography cannot be used to
design signature schemes though it is possible to use quan-
tum algorithm in conventional signature schemes.
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